
MANAGED EXTENDED 
DETECTION & RESPONSE (XDR) 

FOR MICROSOFT



HOW CYBERPROOF CAN HELP

Securing the most critical areas of your enterprise as you move to cloud 
becomes a real challenge. Attackers move laterally across an enterprise causing 
large volumes of signals being generated across your estate with little context 
on the entire attack path. Transitioning to cloud-native XDR will provide your 
security operations with the scalability to detect and respond to threats 
across your enterprise efficiently and cost-effectively. 

COMPLETE THREAT VISIBILITY OF YOUR 
MICROSOFT INVESTMENTS AND RAPID 
RESPONSE

Our teams located in Security Operations Centers across the globe 
act as an extension of your team to monitor, triage, investigate and 
respond to threat activity across your cloud, endpoints, identities 
and data domains while continuously tuning use cases aligned to 
your threat landscape. Our CDC platform natively integrates with 
Microsoft Sentinel and Microsoft 365 Defender to act as a centralized, 
transparent interface into all threat activity while enabling real-time 
collaboration with our team.  

REDUCE THE COSTS OF LOG INGESTION 
WHILE SPEEDING UP DETECTION 

The potentially steep cost of data collection using Microsoft 
Sentinel can pose a challenge for many large organizations that need 
to monitor custom log sources that may not be supported and store 
data for threat hunting and compliance requirements. 

This requires a cost-effective log collection solution as part of your 
security monitoring infrastructure. The CyberProof Log Collector 
(CLC) filters, parses and tags data from any source, sending only use 
case driven data to Microsoft Sentinel while routing long-term and 
compliance data into a cloud data lake.

SEAMLESSLY MIGRATE FROM LEGACY TO 
CLOUD-NATIVE CYBER DEFENSE

CyberProof provides the engineering and operational 
expertise to transform your cyber defense with the Microsoft Security 
stack. Our DevOps deployment model provides quick time to value 
by establishing customized Microsoft Sentinel infrastructures and 
Use Case content in just a few days. Our CyberProof Defense Center 
(CDC) platform acts as a single pane of glass for security operations,
integrating with both legacy SIEMs and Microsoft Sentinel, so you
can take a phased approach while maintaining visibility of both on-
premises and cloud security alerts and incidents.

KEY FEATURES

• A team of experts conducting
alert triage, threat intelligence
enrichment, hunting
and response across your
environment

• Our CyberProof Defense Center
(CDC) platform, an advanced
threat management platform,
which natively integrates with
Microsoft Sentinel and Microsoft
365 Defender to provide a single
interface for accelerated threat
detection and response activities

• Set up and configuration of
Microsoft 365 Defender to
protect endpoints, applications,
identities, Office 365 and cloud
assets

• Advanced data engineering,
to support non-standard
data sources, complex log
management, regulatory
compliance, cost optimization,
advanced analytics

• Clear KPI reporting, not just
SLAs, to measure performance
with metrics such as Time To
Acknowledge Alert, Time To
Triage Incident and Mean Time
to Respond
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WHY CYBERPROOF?

Advanced Data Engineering - Our data engineers set up a centralized, cost-effective data lake solution as 
part of your cloud-native monitoring infrastructure to enable the archiving, fast querying and compliance 
of Big Data 

Quick time to value with DevOps deployment - CyberProof DevOps uses an Infrastructure-as-Code 
deployment model to automatically establish Microsoft Sentinel infrastructures and pre-configured use 
case content in just a few days.

Integrate logs from any source - Our CLC can connect all data types from any source that is not supported 
by default. This improves the flow and handling of data, augmenting Azure Sentinel’s predefined rules and 
capabilities to provide customers with automated and dynamic threat detection.

Continuous Improvement - The Use Case Factory, an agile development methodology led by Use Case 
engineers and developers, continuously identifies and fills detection and response gaps with customized 
use case content in our Use Case Catalog consisting of detection rules, digital playbooks and third-party 
API integrations for response automation. 

TRANSITIONING YOU TO CLOUD-NATIVE CYBER DEFENSE

We provide a combination of engineering and managed security expertise to transform you to cloud-native security operations 
leveraging Microsoft Sentinel and Defender Suite.

Set up cloud-native 
monitoring infrastructure 
with Microsoft Sentinel 
and Defender solutions 
alongside legacy 
infrastructure, using our 
CDC for centralized 
visibility

Plan Transition

Migration of Use Case 
content from legacy 
solution to Microsoft 
Sentinel and set up 
personalized use cases 
(detection rules, 
playbooks, hunting 
queries)

Transform

Provide continuous 
Security Event Monitoring, 
Threat Detection & 
Response services 
including customized KPI 
reporting and dashboards

Operate

Understand your business 
goals, security objectives 
and design a plan to 
migrate to Microsoft 
Sentinel infrastructure 
and Defender solutions
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CLOUD-NATIVE MANAGED XDR ARCHITECTURE

Our Managed XDR service architecture leverages the full breadth of expertise provided by our global team, our proven threat 
management processes, real-time collaboration and escalation procedures, and platform-led technology delivery – allowing 
us to integrate Microsoft’s XDR technology into our end-to-end MDR service.

Classified Business Information  l   © 2020 CyberProofInc. All Rights Reserved.

Microsoft Sentinel
Cloud-Native Security Analytics

CyberProof Defense Center Platform
Platform-based service delivery for transparent, collaborative incident management

Collaboration  |Automation/Orchestration   | |  Reporting

Machine Learning & AI     |Behavioral Analytics    | Use Cases     | Hunting Queries

Personalized Use CasesDigital Playbooks  |

Team of 
experts acting 
as an 
extension to 
your internal 
team

The CDC 
platform 
integrates with 
Microsoft 
Sentinel to 
accelerate 
detection and 
response and 
provide a 
single view of 
threat 
management 
activities

Reducing the 
costs and 
complexity of 
log 
management 
by optimizing 
the collecting, 
filtering and 
storage 
process

Microsoft 365 Defender - XDR
Integrated Protection Across your Enterprise

Set up and 
configuration 
of Microsoft 
Defender 
solutions

Security 
Alert 

Monitoring

Platform
Management

Threat 
Intelligence 
& Hunting

CyberProof MDR Team
Full breadth of global expertise and proven threat management processes

DFIR Use Case 
Management

EDR 
Specialists

Incident 
Response

CyberProof
DevOps

Quick time-to-
value through 

automated 
deployment & 

optimization of 
cloud-native 

security 
infrastructure 
and Use Case 

Content

Log Management & Optimization

CyberProof Log Collector 
Parse, Filter & Tag 

Unsupported Data Sources

Azure Data Explorer (ADX)
Cloud-Native Data Lake for Log Retention and Analytics

Custom Data Connectors
Functions, APIs, Logic Apps

Built-in Connectors
Existing Sentinel 

Connectors
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ABOUT CYBERPROOF 

CyberProof is a cyber security platform and services innovator that is dedicated to helping companies use 
information technology to solve business problems without the fear of cyber-attacks. To achieve this, we combine 
our expert talent and SeeMo, our virtual analyst, with the power of strategic partnerships, visionary clients and 
academia. 

Our enterprise-scale approach allows us to effectively anticipate, adapt, and respond to cyber threats in 
an increasingly connected world while reducing complexity, and provide our customers with unmatched 
adaptability, transparency, and control. 

CyberProof is part of the UST family. Some of the world’s largest enterprises trust us to create and maintain 
secure digital ecosystems using our comprehensive cyber security platform and mitigation services. For more 
information, see: www.cyberproof.com 

Locations
Barcelona | California | London | Paris | Singapore | Tel Aviv | Trivandrum
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